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MOTIVATION

 Same motivation as last time

 When a cat falls in the air with its 

back facing the ground, it knows 

how to maneuver itself to land 

upright on its feets

 Robotic systems can also take 

advantage of such maneuver to 

properly orient itself in the case of 

falling from heights



CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM

 Motors and body will turn in a manner to 

conserve angular momentum since no external 

forces are applied to the system



DIRECTIONAL COSINE MATRIX

 Assign the world frame with global coordinate 

system {X, Y, Z}, Frame {A}

 Assign body local coordinate system {x, y, z}, 

Frame {B}

 Directional Cosine Matrix, also known as 

Rotation Matrix, maps the local coordinate 

system onto global coordinate system



ROTATION MATRIX



EQUIVALENT ANGLE ROTATION

 A sequence of rotations can be modeled as the 

rotation about an equivalent axis K by an angle θ

 Rotation Matrix:



EQUIVALENT ANGLE ROTATION

 Ill defined if θ = 0 or π



MATERIALS

Materials Quantity

Brushless Motors 3

Brushless Motor ESCs 3

Lipo Battery 3S 1

Propeller 1

Printed enclosure 6

Velcro Many

3-Axis Accelerometer 1

3-Axis Magnetometer 1



USE OF MATERIALS

 Accelerometer measures acceleration in 3 axis

 Gravity acts in direction parallel to global Z axis, 

but of opposite sense

 Accelerometer provides information regarding 

directional cosine with respect to the global Z 

axis (3rd row of Rotation Matrix)



USE OF MATERIALS

 Magnetometer provides information regarding 
alignment to magnetic fields 

 Assume Earth’s Magnetic field acts in direction 
parallel to its surface

 Magnetometer can be used to establish 
directional cosine with respect to global X axis

 Second row can be calculated by cross product 



PLAN

 Using Equivalent Axis Rotation, we can 

determine the axis the body should rotate to 

obtain its reference position

 Extract information to determine the required 

rotation about each individual axis to reproduce 

same effect (how to actuate motors)

 Use accelerometer to detect fall to start actuation



PROBLEMS

 Magnetometer was not properly calibrated in 

time to be of good use

 Cannot determine Rotation Matrix beyond third 

row

 Result in non-unique solution as to how to rotate 

body



SOLUTION?

 Hard code a fixed orientation to be tested

 Apply the same theory to test accuracy of model



PROGRAM



PROGRAM


